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About Aranya Agricultural Alternatives:  
ARANYA” aims to provide alternative solutions to the present conventional and chemical 
agricultural practices. Since forest is the mother of agriculture, ARANYA is committed to follow 
the philosophy of natural agricultural practices with focus on forest farming so as to take up 
production without causing destruction to planet earth, enabling all life forms to coexist. 
ARANYA strongly believes that there is only one law i.e., Nature’s Law and human beings should 
not extract anything beyond their needs from the nature and also should return whatever that 
remains unused back to nature, a law which can be stated as LAW OF RETURNS to increase the 
ability of sustainable production. 

ARANYA AGRICULTURAL ALTERNATIVES (Permaculture India) is an environmental and 
developmental organization registered (No.1502 of 1999) under the AP (Telangana Area) Public 
Societies Registration Act 1350 Fasli (Act 1 f1350 F). It is facilitating and providing services to 
the communities, organizations, government and other national and international agencies 
since 1999. 

Vision: Achieving Ecological and Sustainable Agricultural Livelihoods through Permaculture 

farming for green globe.  

Objectives:  

 To empower rural communities on permaculture practices through capacity building  

 To promote sustainable natural resource management  

 To empower women, children, farmers, youth to have sustainable livelihoods 

 To create environment awareness among rural community  

 

Hands on experience- Projects & Donors:  

a. Andhra Pradesh Irrigation Livelihoods Improvement Project (APILIP) for 

SWARNA medium and 9 new minor irrigation sub projects in Adilabad district 

which is supported by I&CAD Department – JICA in Phase-I, during phase II 

in Guntur District in Andhra Pradesh. 

b. Andhra Pradesh Community Based Tank Management Project (APCBTMP) in 

Adilabad District which is supported by I&CAD Department –World Bank 

Project.  

c. APSIDC Social Engineering for defunct lift irrigation schemes made it functional 

with community participation, which is supported by I&CAD Department. 

d. Tribal Development Fund (TDF) project for development of horticulture gardens 

for sustainable livelihoods of the farmers which is Supported by NABARD 

e. Project Implementation Agency for Watershed Projects which is supported by 

Commissioner Rural Development (CRD) – Batch -V  

f. Promotion of System of Rice Intensification (SRI) in Adilabad which is supported 

by NABARD from 2010 

g. WDF and Indo German watershed projects in Jharasangam Mandal which is 

supported by NABARD from 2003 to 2011 
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h. Village integrated planning in Jharasangam mandal Medak district which is 

supported by UNICEF-MEDVAN 

i. National Environment Awareness Campaign (NEAC) which is supported by 

Ministry of Environment Forest Govt of India  

j. Project Implementation Agency for IWMP Integrated Watershed Management 

Projects) which is supported by Commissioner Rural Development (CRD) for 

batch 2013-14,2014-15. 

k. Facilitating Social and Environment Management Plans for the Social 

Environment Management Frame work (SEMF) as part of AP water Sector 

Improvement Project (Nagarajunasagar Project) which supported by World bank 

project) 
l. Provided consultancy services for Fostering of Capacity building of Water Users 

Organisations in NSLBC as part of AP Water Sector Improvement (APWSIP) 

which is supported by World bank  
m. Aranya was Lead Facilitating Agency for Andhra Pradesh Drought Mitigation 

Project in Kurnool District Andhra Pradesh  
n. Facilitated training programs to the livestock owners through Livestock Resource 

Centres in Nellor District which is supported by Director AH Govt of AP 

o. Facilitated capacity building centres for livestock owners in Krishna and Guntur 

District which is supported by Director AH, Govt of AP 

p. Natural and Human Assest Based livelihoods for SC community of Lingapoor 

Kadam mandal in Adilabad District which is Supported Department of Science 

and Technology Govt of India  
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Permafund support for single women:  

Supported by: Permaculture Australia  
 

Imlamma and Bageerthamma are single women of Bidakanne village, Jharasangam mandal of 

Sangareddy District.   

Imlamma is 50 years old, while Bageerthamma is 35 years old and has three daughters, two of 

her daughters study in the social welfare hostels of Govt of Telangana. One daughter studies in 

the local primary school. Bageerthamma has the responsibility to take care of her mother and 

father-in-law, as both of them are in 70+. She works as a daily wage laborer to meet her daily 

requirements to meet the family requirement and the family running 

 Even though she owns a piece of land, she cannot do cultivation as her land is found very rocky, 

has no soil depth, poor in organic matter, while iron oxide and potash are in excess, hence her 

land is not suitable for cultivation. Imlamma lost hope in using the land and rest of her life she 

profiled herself as a wage labourer. However, she could not stop observing and noticing 

neighbors' land which is the same rocky as her land brought to cultivation and vegetation, and 

kept asking her neighbors will it be possible to bring even her land to vegetation. When 

neighbors suggested taking the guidance from Aranya, she approached Aranya, based on Aranya 

expertise in turning laterite barren land to regenerative vegetation, Imlamma after interacting 

with us and farm women sharing their experiences in turning hard rocky land to cultivation as 

well traversed her to community farmers lands where Aranya has previously worked, She was so 

overwhelmed to hear the changes in the land by the initiation of different activities related to soil 

conservation work, planting trees etc, with no second thought, totally convinced to develop her 

one and half acre land in a regenerative way besides she also ensured that she will make all her 

efforts to transform the land to life.  Similarly, we have also arranged an exposure visit to Aranya 

farm where she witnessed what wonders can be done on a laterite rock . Subsequently, after a 

few interactions with her on how we can support her to meet her needs, farm designing started 

the plan accordingly 

The sequence of processes initiated  

 On March 9th     2021, had rapport building session with Imlamma and Barithamma to know 

their needs, possibilities, options, and activities to initiate. Then followed by a tour to Aranya 

farm, which demonstrated and explained each activity its benefits significance and related result 

and this helped in building their confidence that they can grow crops and land will be in use in 

their laterite soils. 
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 The next steps of the design took a backseat due to the rise in covid cases in the village and all 

over the country. However, the project resumed in the last week of May 2022, by visiting the 

beneficiary's land, to understand the land and plan for the earthworks. 

Based on the topography of the land, the proposed bio reclamation of laterite rocky soil involves 

using indigenous water-harvesting methods such as planting pits and trenches, applying animal 

and plant residues, and planting high-value fruit trees, the emergence of green manure seedlings 

and biomass plants on bunds and leads to increased runoff.  

 The execution of earthworks had begun in the first week of June 2022, where contours were 

marked, and trenches were dug with the help of JCB. 

 Both the lands were extremely rocky and there were places where a pit couldn’t be dug, though 

the machine was used. 

This was followed by digging pits for the plants and the selection of fruit species by the 

beneficiaries.  

Soon after a week of earthwork and pit digging there was heavy rain. The next visit to the land 

was satisfying for both Imlamma/Bagirthamma and even for us as they could witness the amount 

of water and moisture their land was holding.  

 

   

Thereafter, a plantation drive was carried out in their lands by Aranya and with the help of other 

women in the community. The species selected by the beneficiaries were mostly fruit species 
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like mango, guava, lime, madras thorn, jackfruit, mulberry along with some nitrogen fixers and  

cuttings of perennial leaf greens. 

 

 

 

Permaculture Designers Course 2021-22 
The Permaculture Design Course is an internationally recognized, 12 day resident 

course resulting in a Permaculture Design Certificate (PDC).  Credit for this course is now 

accepted by a growing number of universities around the world. 

The course provides an introduction to Permaculture design as set forth by the movement’s 

founder, Bill Mollison in 1978. The word ‘Permaculture’ is a contraction of “Permanent 

Agriculture” and also of “Permanent Culture”. The aim of Permaculture is to create systems that 

are ecologically sound, economically viable and self-sustaining. 

 

The premise of Permaculture is based on observation of natural systems, the wisdom found in 

traditional farming practices, entwined with modern technological and scientific know-how to 

create a conscious design and a cultivated ecology. It is a multidisciplinary toolbox that covers 

agriculture, water harvesting, renewable energy, natural building, agroforestry, waste 

management, animal systems, appropriate technology, economics and community development. 

Permaculture offers a solution-based approach to conscious design. It alters how one lives their 

life, their relationship with Mother Earth and all her life-forms. Therefore, this course is for 

anyone who would like to live an ecologically balanced life and contribute towards a sustainable 

future. 

We encourage participants from all walks of life, professions and countries, as more varied the 

batch, the richer the take-away. The PDC is a great way to meet and learn from a variety of 

individuals thus creating a community around people with similar interests. Students who attend 

PDC usually end up keeping in touch, building strong bonds where they support, encourage and 

celebrate each other. 

The PDC is conducted in English. Translation of tough/vernacular words are tackled with the 

help of students and the instructors. In case a local expert (farmer, healer) is invited for a session, 

translators are made available. 
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Again, in 2021 April Covid second wave started, most of people got effected and many of them 

died due to lack medical and infrastructure facilities.  This COVID second wave called delta 

variant. Permaculture Designers Courses were completely stopped from April to  July 21. Entire 

this fin yea 9 PDC trainings were organized covering 210 members.  

It is observed that, after the COVID pandemic many people wanted to come back to the nature 

and people are conscious about health and healthy food.  Most of them started going back to 

roots started their own farms grow something healthy. Those who do land have land resources 

they started buying land grow healthy food.  

 

 

Andhra Pradesh Irrigation Livelihoods Improvement Project in Guntur Phase-II:  

Supported by: Govt. of Andhra Pradesh 

 

Introduction 

 

Andhra Pradesh Irrigation and Livelihoods Project (APILIP II) is the JICA assisted project 

that has given the opportunity to ARANYA, SO by WRD, GOAP for Guntur District, 

an extension of the  Project to implement the second phase for restoration of 10 minor 

irrigation tanks, which are spread in 13 villages and 8 habitations of Guntur district. The 

services of SO is to assist PMU and DIU in enhancing the community participation, 

strengthening community mobilization, institution building, capacity building and support for 

smooth implementation of various components related to Participatory Irrigation Management, 
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Agriculture, Horticulture, Animal husbandry, Fisheries, and Agribusiness development.  

 Objectives of the Project 

APILIP II project mainly focuses on the following components: 

1. Rehabilitation of existing irrigation systems (selected  minor irrigation systems) to 

reduce gap ayacut and increase crop productivity 

2.   

3. Strengthening of Food Value Chain development for Strategic Crops 

4. Strengthening of institutional capacities of WRD, Line Departments, WUAs for 

improved PIM, FPOs and relevant CBOs (VFF, FCS etc.) in the project areas 

5. Improving livelihoods of farmers and other rural communities in the project areas by 

strengthening Animal Husbandry and Fisheries activities.  

 

The SO team  prepared both quantitative and qualitative indicators and regularly conducts visits 

to the operational area and monitors the activities jointly with department officials and the WUA 

members.   Progress of the activities was regularly tracked and gaps  identified and addressed by 

the team and same will be shared with the WUOs and department officials.   

Continuous capacity building and hand hold support was  provided to the WUAs to perform their 

tasks and guide the managing committee until they own up the process The team in consultation 

with the department had provided hand holding support for institutional building and 

development capacity building and livelihood support efficient functioning of the institutions and 

sustainability.  

 

During the month of January 22, followed as per the action plan for three months that is from  

December 21 to March 22, team discussed and finalised the action plan and the same was 

submitted  to the Superintending Engineer and plan was approved, The Activity  wise work done 

against the action plan is reported below: 

 

 
 

 Preparatory Activities 

 

The team members collected Ayacutdars list from  2 villages, with reference to revenue records 

and cross verifying with Kawalkar and Ayacutdars. The WUA data of two villages  was 

uploaded  in MIS database. We have facilitated wall writings of  PIM slogans covering 4 

villages. 

 

Participatory Irrigation Management,  Capacity Building of farmers 
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For dissemination of information about the project, wall writings, meetings conducted. We have 

organized  meetings with WUA members: The social mapping exercise was  carried out in the 

tank/Project 4 villages. This exercise facilitated in identifying various stakeholders of the tank 

and   users’ categories. Once all the tank/Project stakeholders/WUAs have been identified, an 

Analysis Matrix was prepared for all tank stakeholders.  

The project is not only working with the ayacut farmers but also considering all the stakeholders 

including catchment farmers and fishermen. We have analysed with the stakeholders on their 

existing livelihood practices. These was  analysed and discussed about the opportunities for the 

improvement.  Eventually, these consultations  led to planning process of enhancing livelihoods 

of farmers of the command as well as catchment areas.  

The Field officers  attended WUA monthly meeting as per the fixed  dates,   Along with WUAs 

members mobilised  Ayacutdars to attend the meeting.  All ARANYA team members attended 

the meeting and WUA participated in the meeting,  Discussed with WAU about the purpose of 

the Project, objectives   activities  and role of communities in Irrigation Management  in two 

villages. In this meetings oriented about  PIM, APFMIS Act,  Roles and Responsibilities of  MC 

and  SCs. As well as Gender main streaming in Project Operations in in two villages 

 

In the same meeting we created awareness on the 

systems related to   keeping the base records 

maintenance and regular updations such as  

Maintenance of Financial records , Financial 

resource mobilisation and management in two 

villages. O and M of works and quality control of 

WUA,  Book keeping and record maintenance  in  

WUAs  

 

We also introduced the purpose of Micro planning 

and conducted basic survey including use of Participatory Rural Appraisal for  identification of 

all sub-project stakeholders and understanding their needs, concerns and expectations from the 

project. We ensured effective mobilization of all project stakeholders to participate in the 

activities of the Water Users Association / Farmers. 

We have also assessed the beneficiaries readiness for formation/strengthening of WUA. We 

discussed about the already identified Proworker, their  functions, roles and responsibilities and 

report to WUA  Involvement of WUA in supervision of civil works, O and M, WUA 

maintenance. We have involved Revenue, Agriculture and Irrigation official in the meeting to 

Facilitate and make WUA to understand the importance of Joint ajmoish and water tax 

collection, water use recording and analysis by WUA. We facilitated the concerned authorities 

(Revenue,) to undertake joint ajmoish with the WUA s motivated the WUA members to pay 

water tax in full. The team further facilitated the visit by the Revenue Authority to the village for 
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water tax collection and motivate the WUA members 

to pay water tax in full. Assisted WUA to maintain 

data on area irrigated,  

We also transacted to the tank with WUA to identify 

the gaps in water distribution systems rehabilitation 

work   Water use measurement, recording, analysis 

and follow up in two villages.  We tried to assess the 

gaps in working relation between WUAs and FCs and 

made efforts in Strengthening the working relations.  

between WUAs and FCs  

 

WUA Management 

 

In two villages the SO team prepared Project wise/ WUA wise Micro Plans Approval of Micro 

plans by WUA, and WRD is still in the process, Signing of MoU between WUA and DIU will 

take some more time. 

 

As per the fixed dates monthly PC/ WUA managing committee meetings (monthly) were 

conducted in all 10 tanks. and recorded in the Minutes register During our field visit checked the 

records and are updated. 

 

 We as a team facilitated the Para workers in completion of Ayacutdars Register in two villages, 

collecting data on crops raised in Rabi and completion of Crop Extent and Water Tax Register of 

two villages. Besides updated Maintenance of Registers and Books of Accounts, - Cash Book for 

O&M, Works, Receipt book, Water Use measurement register, Assets register. SO team 

provided hand holding support in raising of water tax demand, collection  and arrears for current 

year and  updating.  

 We ensured erection of Social Audit Boards in two Project  Villages and updated the 

information, maintained Visitors books and ensured signatures of officials visited during the 

orientation meetings. 

 

Promotion of Farmers Producer Organisations (FPO) 

 

We as a team mobilized command area farmers to participate in the activities of agriculture 

component, involved Agriculture and horticulture officials  and provided support for preparation 

of Crop Support for assessing  various trainings, demonstrations and exposure visits, 

dissemination of new agricultural technologies and good agricultural practices. Assessment of 

beneficiaries readiness for formation of Village Farmer Federations (VFFs) . and provided 

capacity building and hand holding support for formation/strengthening of VFFs . In this process 

formed 10 FIGs in all 10 tanks and formed VFFs in three villages. Conducted awareness 

program/ trainings in 5 villages. The officials  related to horticulture discussed the possibilities of 

chilli processing unit and infrastructure, operation and maintenance  and financial cost of the 
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unit. Farmers have shown interest in this new intervention  and informed to discuss with WUA 

members and community about the place for establishment and farmers contribution. In this 

context assessment of beneficiaries readiness for formation of Village Farmer Federations (VFF) 

in villages/WUAS  was raised and farmers are willing for VFF. No of FIGs formed  in 10 

villages,  No of VFFs formed  are 3 Awareness  programmes /Trainings conducted in 5 villages. 

 

Livelihood Support Programme Fisheries 

 

The previous month situation Analysis of Fisheries Project was finalised with the help of 

Fisheries department in 4 villages.  Based on the needs of the fisheries community micro plan 

was prepared in consultation with WUA members and fisheries department officials and has to 

be finalised. 

 

With the help of WUA and paraworker, mobilized the  local communities to participate in the 

activities of fisheries component in other two villages. Provided support to Fisheries Department 

in identification of tanks where sufficient water is available, selection of target area and target 

groups under the component through field surveys, meetings and orientation workshops. 

Identified two tanks where fishers is possible. Provided support to Fisheries Department for 

development of livelihood plans for each village 

covered under the component. Community 

mobilization and awareness generation amongst 

fishermen strengthening of Fishery Cooperative 

Societies (FCSs) and women’s group for participation 

in project activities. 

 

Project Management 

 

The SO prepared and submitted action plan for 

January 22, based on the activity plan given in the agreement. Progress reports for month was 

delayed 

After concluding the contract, the Aranya Agricultural Alternatives) and District 

Implementation Unit, team has prepared monthly action plan and has submitted it to DIU and 

PMU.  Further, the SO continued the activities in January.  

The activities   facilitated by the Support organization are community mobilization by directly 

involving the team members, Institutional building and strengthening (FPO&WUAs) Livelihood 

identification, Support community to initiate livelihood activities farmers under the tank system 

in the villages with focus on livelihoods/ fisheries   
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Covid Support by Lush 2021- 22:  

Supported by: Lush Ltd  

During pandemic situation in the second wave delta variant, people suffered from rural and 

urban areas due to Lack of hospital facilities, medical support, lack of oxygen, transport and 

food. During pandemic this time also requested lush to support to the effected people.   Lush 

approved to utilize small  relief fund to provide support nutritious food like eggs, nuts, Jaggaery, 

and fruits from aranya farm for the effected people in Bidakanne village and Aranya staff 

members. 

Dr.Shiny and  Dr. Anjani  provided online  consultancy for the  effected people.  Local Asha 

worker was provided PP kits, oxy meters to support for Bidaknne village people.  

Vandemataram school in Mahabbobnagar 100 orphan children got effected, Dr.sravathi called 

requested for nutricious food help, aranya could able share jiggery, Dried Amla candy, mango 

jam, and mango furits were send from aranya permaculture farm.  
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Natural and Human asset-based livelihoods for SC Community: 

Supported by: Govt. of India  

in Lingapur village, Mandal Kadem, District Nirmal (Nirmal is a new district 

formed from Adilabad district) 

The village Lingapoor is a poor village, located in Kadem mandal of Nirmal district in State of 

Telangana and surrounded with forest here mostly Teak wood trees (Tectona grandis), Tendu 

leaf (beedi) plants (Diospryos melanoxylon), and Mohva (Madhuca Indica) and other forest 

species are grown. As this village is situated in very interior area no proper facilities are available and 

no special skills and trades are popular in this village. 

 

The community has 62 acres land and out of which only average ½ acres are owned by SC 

community. Main crops gown here are paddy, green gram maize and soya .The crops they grow 

in rain-fed condition though they are under command area but since many years these lands are 

not receiving water ,because of this is tail end village also the inflows in to dam has totally 

stopped and the rain fall is erratic. 

 

The economic condition of the communities is very poor and most of them are small and 

marginal farmers though some lands in the village are irrigated the 62 acres land that belongs to 

the target SC community are located in the tail end therefore they don’t get water in the 

agriculture season. They don’t get any other work on their farms on regular basis and work as 

daily wage labour. They don’t get wage employment under NRGES 100 days’ work apart from 

agriculture work, due to this they earn very little and live in poverty-stricken conditions and 

cannot fill both ends. 

 

This project has been sanctioned in the year 2018-19 , project implmentation completed for the 

first year sep 2019,  then again release funds for the second year has taken long gap, mean while 

COVID pandamic situation another year gap year for the project. Second year project activities 

was started from August 21 to July 22.  

Project activities started from August 2021 to March 21 activities carried  

 Project Implementation committee was formed for the year 2020-21 

 Beneficiaries were finalized after formation of committee. 

 Project implementation Committee meetings were regularly on monthly basis. 

 Organized training program on small ruminants’ management practices, mini dairy 

management, poultry management for women 

 2 mini dairy units were established 

 4 Goat rearing units were established. (Distributed 20 local goats (16 female and 4 male) 

to the 4 beneficiaries) 

 Permaculture Farming started in two  units, fencing, pit digging are in progress  

 Community food garden, farmers selection is completed  
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 Improved Smokeless Solar Cook Stove purchased and distributed to 10 beneficiaries , 

they started using them for cooking and drying food items  

 Monthly meetings are being conducted with beneficiaries and committee members 

regularly. 

 A training programme was conducted on native seed preservation methods and 

management for women SHGs, beneficiaries and all the Lingapur villagers. 

 Skill building trainings were given on tailoring and MS office  
 

Skill building training on Tailoring and MS office Computer skills  

  

Mini Dairy Units  
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Goat Rearing Units  

 

 Solar energy using for cooking:   
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Farmers Support Program:  
Supported by: Ganga Acrowools Ltd    

Aranya has been implementing Integrated Support Services for Health and Livelihood Improvement 

Project in Bidakanne village of Jharsangam mandal, Sangareddy dist of Telangana which is supported by 

The HANS Foundation. This project period was for a period of two years, starting from April 2019 and 

ending in March 2021.  

Under this project, as part of regenerative agriculture 80 (first year 50acres and second year 30acres ) 

women farmers have developed one acre food forest . These farms are developed in dry lands and require 

lifesaving irrigation for three years being in the semi-arid areas.  

Due to the COVID situation in the region and changes in FCRA amendments the project ended in March 

2021. However, the project beneficiaries needed more hand holding support from Aranya to continue and 

requested to extend support to prevent their hard work of the last two years going in vain.   

For this reason, Aranya has extended its support to provide water for life saving irrigation for the 

plantation in 80 farmers lands. All the farmers in this region depend on rains for water and hence, they 

find it extremely difficult to provide water during the summers and late winters ( November to June ).  

During April of 2021 , the farm lands that were close by the forest have burnt down due to forest fires. 

Loss of plantation occurred in 7 farmers’ fields.  These farmers were provided with new plants to replace 

the ones lost due to forest fires. Plants were also given to farmers in lands where mortality was high due 

to various reasons (natural causes and wild animals). 

The funds received by Aranya from ganga acrowools had been utilized in providing lifesaving irrigation 

to the 80 farmers who are practicing regenerative agriculture and also to replace plants that were 

destroyed during the forest fires and wild animals. This is a great support which the community has 

received as they could save their plants and see the fruiting this year.  
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